
REDUCED CAPACITY 

As per Government instruction EVERYONE MUST scan in using the QR code and 
also be wearing a face mask when entering our building. 

The mask must remain on unless seated and having a drink or something to eat.
We recommend wearing a mask while JUMPing however this is not mandatory

All Staff will be wearing a mask

VACCINATION
All JUMP staff working are 100% vaccinate to ensure your safety

It is a Government requirement that all our customers 12years+ entering our building 
are also fully vaccinated.

This is to ensure the comfort and safety of all our valued customers when choosing to JUMP with us.

CLOSED AREAS OF THE PARK
During level 2 some of our features within the park will be closed. 

- Foam Pits (all parks)
- Ninja courses (North Shore)

- Walking Sticks & Battle Beam (Avondale)
Trapeze and Monkey Bars (Takanini)

 

Our onsite cafe will be open and serving up all our popular food and beverage items.
While in level restrictions we will be serving everything in 

recyclable or compostable takeaway containers
All in store purchases at the cafe will need to be made using paywave  or eftpos.

CAFE OPEN

SANITISE & EXERCISE!

SOCIAL DISTANCING

It is looking like we will be opening again when the traffic light system starts and this means we will
have a capacity of 100 people inside the building.

Each trampoline allows 2m distance between the next person
This means our session times have also changed to have a half hour break between each session to

ensure we can implement our change overs with minimal contact.
 

It is important we PLAY IT SAFE
With our reduced capacity this allows more room to move without compromising the social
distancing rules. We have marked out waiting areas and cafe seating has been moved to
keep your bubble safe. The trampolines are already sized to have a distancing space of

2.2m from one person to another. 

FACE MASKS & SCAN IN

Everyone MUST sanitise or wash their hands upon entry to JUMP
Although here at JUMP it is all feet based we still need to minimise hand contact on all surfaces.

Once you have sanitised, you can enjoy the FUN on the trampolines. 
Every JUMPer must sanitise before entering the trampolines for their session.

CLEANING
At JUMP, hygiene is always a top priority with daily cleaning and sanitising however with COVID

requirements we have extra cleaning in place every HOUR between sessions.

ONLINE BOOKINGS REQUIRED
It is important that you make an ONLINE BOOKING via our website www.jump.co.nz

BEFORE arriving at JUMP.
During these restricted levels we are unable to process walk-ins and all payments will be contactless

 


